
Rent compressed air 

Rent compressed air in an uncomplicated way

Do you want to make your production more flexible, expand 
capacities for a limit period of time or do you need a short-term 
replacement for your compressed air station?

Whether only for a  short time or for a longer period, FILCOM 
GmbH offers you stationary screw compressors as well as 
additional components for rent. We offer special solutions for 
all industries.

„Simply there“ - Compressed air at an attractive price

Would you like to learn more? For technical questions as well 
as for information on price and availability, you can contt us at 
any time.

The FILCOM Rental Service

Flexible. Reliable. Competent.
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Devices for compressed air supply and preparation

Renting is smart. The ongoing trend toward renting capital goods - especially equipment for compressed air and condensate 
treatment - will continue to grow in the future. Both the economic conditions in production plants and the clear advantages of 
flexible use have established renting as an intelligent and efficient alternative to buying machines. After all, if the compressor 
suddenly goes on strike, a rental unit is usually the smartest solution. But even when business is running well, a rental compressor 
can cover temporary production peaks without you having to make additional investments.

Your advantages

 Speed and minimal downtime

        Operations to bridge your compressed air supply can be 

        organized shortly

 Safety

        Create time for an investment decision

 Flexibility

        Short-time rental is possible, the minimum rental period 

        is only one day

 Risk minimization

        Short-term adjustments in case of sales fluctuations - 

        without investment costs 

 Service and reliablity

        Rental equipment available from stock

The smart alternative to buying

Which rental units are available?

 Stationary screw compressors up to 37 kW

        available from stock

        Other versions on request

 Energy saving refrigeration dryer

 Compressed air tank


